
 

 

 

Stock Management 
 
Make your warehouse profitable  
Clever stock management plays a key role 
in the profitability of a warehouse. It 
reduces the amount of overflowing racks, 
overlooked and old stock, and helps 
maintain profit margins. And when you 
have the right software, managing your 
warehouse and inventory is easy. Our 
Clarity Goods module sees your errors, 
wastage and stock holding reduce 
drastically. Empower your warehouse 
team to be in control, and have a clear view of where everything is, making your warehouse a safe, 
organised and fun place to work.  
You’ll be so proud of it you’ll be shouting from the rooftops. 
 
 

A warm welcome for your stock 
Check stock in fast, and fire up the production team. 
Make the stock taking process as efficient as 
possible with Clarity Software. Easily choose which 
facility, zone, rack or bin to store stock  in. Label them 
up with stickers printed from Clarity and see your 
items resolve Bills of Materials instantly. Trigger the 
picking process to get underway, selecting from 
purchase requisitions or the jobs themselves, and 
quickly move pre-allocated stock to the shop floor. 
Have an accurate and clear picture of stock levels at 
all times, from every area of the business, and quote 
for jobs with supreme confidence in your stock levels. 

 

 
Sell quickly and efficiently 
You haven’t got time to go hunting around for stock. It’s a drain on resources and can lead to accidents. 
Using Clarity makes picking simple. You get a clear view of where everything is, and understand exactly 
what’s on each storage rack. Stay green by viewing your pick list on screen or printing a copy on demand. 
Reduce search times by picking for multiple jobs at once. Clarity manages your stock movements so you 
know when an item is picked and which work centre, facility or site location it’s been moved to. 
You won’t be picking faults. You’ll be racking up the efficiency savings. 
 

1. RACK IT 
2. PICK IT 
3. MAKE IT 
4. DELIVER IT 
5. RECEIVE IT 
6. YOUR STOCK 
7. MADE FOR STOCK 
8. INTERNAL ORDERS 

 



 

 

 
Make more from your roll stock 
Always know the length of your rolls with Clarity. 
No more unravelling rolls to measure them, wasting time and risking damage to your rolls. Instantly know 
whether you’ve got enough material for the job at hand and intelligently nest jobs to rolls, using off-cuts 
and partial rolls from previous jobs. 
Automatically produce jobs in the most efficient sequence possible and write-off your ends and scraps to 
account for wastage. Control items using serial numbers and Stock IDs to minimise stock on hand. Pre-
allocation of stock to jobs ensures Bills of Materials are resolved quickly. Feel the operational difference. 
See the margin and bottom line difference. Get roll control with Clarity. 
 
 

Let your warehouse breathe 
Lingering stock and finished items get in the way. They suggest inefficiency. And create a hazard. With 
Clarity you transfer or check products out instantly. Move ready to ship or part-ship items to the departure 
zone. Easily re-issue stock items to different storage locations. Shift them to new work centres, or to a 
customer site for any onsite build projects. Add new stock items to jobs on demand and transfer them 
immediately, with Clarity automatically adding them to the BOM. 
Freshen up. It’s time for clean and organised working. 
 
 

 
Take stock, not hours 
Nothing escapes your field of vision. Not even the 
bucket of pins under the stitching table. 
Adjust your stock levels in real time with fast and 
simple stock taking. Remove faulty or unusable items 
out of stock and return them to suppliers. See your 
stock value from the top level down. Know your real-
time capacity. 
It’s stress-free working with full history and traceability 
of your stock items. 
 
 

 
Make your warehouse work smarter, not harder  
Get complete profit assurance and keep your cash in the bank, not on your shelves 
Don’t fall short but don’t overspend either. No-one likes surplus stock. It’s easy to manage with Clarity. It’s 
all on the screen in front of you. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

GET A FREE DEMO TODAY 
clarity-software.com 

Clarity Software, 7 The Pavilions, Cranmore Drive, Solihull, B90 4SB, UK  

+44 (0)121 248 2448.    sales@clarity-software.com 
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